A SHORTER HISTORY OF ENGLAND
of the Holy Alliance, from invading Spain and putting back the
legitimate Bourbon King upon the throne. But England refused
to move in line at the Congress of Verona which the Holy Alliance
had convened and of which this French invasion of Spain was the
outcome; she also manifested her power at sea by protecting
Portugal from interference by the Spanish monarchy, for
Portugal was already regarded as more or less a dependency of
this country, and the port of Lisbon has been always at'the
service of a British fleet. In the matter of South America there
was a direct trade interest which made England support with all
her strength directly and indirectly the separation of the Spanish
colonies from the mother country in Europe. Until they were
set up as separate states the Crown of Spain could make laws
confining their trade to Spain, or, at any rate, restricting British
trade with them. Ever since Napoleon had put his brother upon
the throne of Spain in 1808 England had envisaged and fostered
the idea of these rebellions, nor was she less interested in them
because the legitimate Spanish King had come back. English
volunteers helped the war in South America, not always success-
fully, but of more service was the maritime help she gave, direct
and indirect; it was English maritime power which prevented
the reinforcement of the Spanish power in Spanish-speaking
America, and it was the British mercantile marine which acted
as a link between the scattered Spanish colonies, nearly all of
which faced upon the sea, and had little connection by land.
The Episode of George IV. These years were also the
occasion of a singular episode in the story of the English
aristocratic Constitution, which may be called the Episode of
George IV.
Prince George was the eldest son of George III, and had been
made Regent when the latter had fallen into his long, last, and
hopeless imbecility. But George IV was not a fool like his
father—he was a highly cultivated man, bitterly disappointed
and consoling himself with debauch, but knowing his own
mind and chafing, as such a man must, against the impotence
of a nominal monarch or regent in the face of a governing
upper class. Against him, therefore, the upper class instinct-
ively turned, and the middle and commercial classes—rapidly
achieving greater power than they had had in the past, for their
new fortunes were being accumulated at a great rate—joined
heartily in their antagonism to the Regent. They were delighted
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